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This is a biography of one of the Wests most iconic individuals: Warner Glenn is a 
descendant of pioneers, a successful cattle rancher, and world-renowned lion hunter. The 
book was written using countless hours of voice recordings, old scrapbooks, and old 
newspaper articles. It has true tales of lion and bear hunts, cattle ranching in the arid 
Southwest, tracking outlaws across the desert, famous horses, and rodeo cowboys, 
hunting in Mexico, and history. It contains over one hundred rare photographs and a 
foreword by Baxter Black. Hardback with a dust jacket.

Other Books
Voices of the American West, This documentary-style collection of photographs and 
narratives profiles a wide range of prominent figures of the West as they engage in candid 
discussions about the region and its identity. A diverse group of visionary men and women, 
they may differ in politics but remain united in their belief that the West requires inspired 
action if it is going to endure challenges posed by political, cultural, and environmental 
pressures. Allowing those on each side of the issues to speak freely, this important work 
tackles such topics as education, recreation, immigration, ranching, alternative energy, 
wildlife habitat protection, oil and gas extraction, urban development, and water 
conservation. Exemplifying photography and journalism at its best, the book provides a 
panoramic view of today's evolving West. The collection features Terry Tempest Williams, 
Stewart Udall, Katie Lee, Dave Foreman, and many others.
�����.  Eyes of Fire : Encounter with a Borderlands Jaguar  . Tucson , AZ : Treasure Chest 
Books , 1996 . Guthrie , A. B. , Jr. , Edward Abbey , and Marnie Gaede . Images from the 
Great West . La Cañada , CA : Chaco Press , 1990 . The Big Sky ."
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